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Abstract—In this paper, we study a novel two-stage receiver
to demodulate layered asymmetrically clipped optical orthogo-
nal frequency division multiplexing for intensity modulation direct
detection based visible light communications. Designed for avoid-
ing the error propagation of the conventional receiver, the first
stage of the receiver is a soft interference cancellation (SIC) mod-
ule which evaluates the minimum mean square error (MMSE) esti-
mates of the signals in different layers. For this stage, we derive the
exact formula of the MMSE estimator, and compare the achieved
mean square error and bit error rate (BER) with those of the ex-
isting simplified SIC receiver. We show that the estimation error
in a layer has negligible impact on the design of estimators in the
subsequent layers. Using the outputs of the SIC module, the second
stage performs noise clipping to suppress the additive noise. For
this stage, we present two schemes, the SIC-based iterative noise
clipping (SIC-INC) and the SIC-based direct noise clipping (SIC-
DNC). The simulation results show that SIC-INC can achieve BERs
similar to those of the SIC-based diversity combining receiver with
optimum combining coefficients. It is also shown that SIC-DNC
outperforms the existing advanced receivers by up to 0.8 dB at the
BER of 10−4 .
Index Terms—Layered ACO-OFDM, minimum mean square er-
ror estimation, noise clipping receiver, soft interference cancella-
tion, visible light communications.
I. INTRODUCTION
O PTICAL orthogonal frequency division multiplexing(OFDM) is increasingly being considered for use in
intensity modulation direct detection (IM/DD) based visible 
light communications (VLC) because of its robustness to inter-
symbol interference and high spectral efficiency [1]. Unlike con-
ventional radio frequency (RF) communications, optical OFDM 
signals used in IM/DD must be real and non-negative. This ne-
cessitates a series of signal processing techniques which lead 
to various optical OFDM schemes with different energy and
spectral efficiencies. For all the representative schemes, Hermi-
tian symmetry is employed at the inputs of inverse fast Fourier 
transform (IFFT) to create real signals in time domain. The
non-negativity of the signals is then ensured typically using
one of the two approaches: 1) the addition of a large direct
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current (DC) bias and 2) asymmetrical signal clipping. The
former approach produces the DC biased optical OFDM (DCO-
OFDM) [2] which achieves high spectral efficiency through
loading half of its available subcarriers with independent infor-
mation symbols. However, due to the use of a large DC bias,
the energy efficiency of DCO-OFDM is low. The clipping based
approach, on the contrary, leads to a range of unipolar OFDM
schemes with high energy efficiency. These include asymmetri-
cally clipped optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM) [3], unipolar OFDM
[4] and PAM-DMT [5]. Because of the restrictions in the pro-
cessing techniques, all of these schemes inevitably experience
inherent loss in spectral efficiency.
Recent years have witnessed the extensive research on ad-
vanced optical OFDM schemes that simultaneously provide
high energy and spectral efficiencies [6]–[12]. These include
asymmetrically clipped DC biased optical OFDM (ADO-
OFDM) [6], hybrid ACO-OFDM [7], layered/enhanced ACO-
OFDM [8], [9], enhanced unipolar OFDM (eU-OFDM) [10],
enhanced PAM-DMT [11] and spectral and energy efficient
OFDM [12]. In all these schemes, to achieve high spectral
efficiency, multi-layer/depth structures are employed with the
conventional schemes [3]–[5] included in their first layer/depth
and the extra information symbols loaded onto the subsequent
layers/depths.1 In each layer/depth, Hermitian symmetry and
asymmetrical clipping are applied to ensure the signal is real
and non-negative with high energy efficiency.2 Thus, improved
spectral and energy efficiencies are achieved when the signals
of different layers/depths are superimposed to form the inten-
sity signal. In this paper, we focus on the layered ACO-OFDM
which exploits the periodic and anti-periodic properties of IFFT
to form multiple subcarrier groups (SCGs), each corresponding
to a layer [13]. Then the gap of spectral efficiency between DCO-
OFDM and ACO-OFDM can be closed when all the available
SCGs are employed [8], [14].
The asymmetrical clipping applied in layered ACO-OFDM
results in signal-dependent clipping noise which, after being cre-
ated in a layer, falls only onto the subsequent layers as inter-layer
interference (ILI) [13]. Therefore, the decoding of layered ACO-
OFDM signals must be proceeded from low layer to high layer,
where for each layer, the ILI is recovered and canceled. As far as
we know, the methods available for the signal recovery fall into
1As described in [6]–[8], [11], it is convenient to define layers/depths for
ADO-OFDM, hybrid ACO-OFDM, layered ACO-OFDM and enhanced PAM-
DMT in frequency domain, whereas for eU-OFDM, in time domain [10].
2The only exception is ADO-OFDM which applies asymmetrical clipping
on the ACO-OFDM component and a large DC bias on the DCO-OFDM
component.
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Fig. 1. Layered ACO-OFDM, (a) transmitter, and (b) conventional receiver.
two categories: the hard-decision based ILI cancellation [8] and
the minimum mean square error (MMSE)-estimation based soft
interference cancellation (SIC) [15]. Aiming to recover the ex-
act transmitted signal, the hard-decision based method directly
decodes the information symbols in each layer and uses the
decoded symbols to reconstruct the ILI, assuming no decoding
errors. This method, however, is sensitive to error propagation
which occurs when symbols in a layer are decoded incorrectly.
Alternatively, the SIC can be used in a receiver for layered
ACO-OFDM [15]. Unlike its hard-decision based counterpart,
in the ILI cancellation stage, the SIC module estimates other
than decodes the information symbols in each layer, and uses
the estimates to reconstruct the ILI for cancellation. The limita-
tion of the SIC stems from the estimation errors of the MMSE
which cause residue interference (RI) in the subsequent layers
after ILI cancellation [15]. Similar with error propagation, the
RI results in degraded performance in the high layers.
The research on the SIC based receiver is at a very early stage
where there are lots of open problems to be addressed. These
include 1) the robustness of the SIC to the inaccurate knowledge
of noise power, and 2) the processing of the SIC outputs. In this
paper, we will study these problems. The study on the robust-
ness stems from the estimator developed in [15] where the RI
after ILI cancellation is ignored. Thus, the resulting estimator is
designed based on the inaccurate knowledge of noise power. To
address this problem, we derive the exact formula of the MMSE
estimators in the SIC module, taking into account the RI and ad-
ditive noise, and compare the achieved results with those given
by [15]. We show that although the RI has an impact on the mean
square error (MSE) in low and medium signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs), the ignorance of it in the estimator design leads to no
noticeable degradation in either MSE or BER. This confirms
that the simplified estimator developed in [15] is effective. The
study on the processing of SIC outputs is motivated by the ad-
vanced receivers recently proposed in [15]–[17]. In general, the
improved reception of ACO-OFDM signals falls into two cate-
gories: diversity combining [18]–[20] and noise clipping [21],
[22], both leading to improvements up to 3 dB. For both cate-
gories, a similar decision-making process must be performed to
decide the sign of the samples (for diversity combining) or to
decide the pure additive noise samples (for noise cancellation)3.
As the decisions are made in accordance with the samples in
3In fact, similar process is also used in the improved receivers for unipolar
OFDM [23], [24] and hybrid ACO-OFDM [25].
time domain which are Gaussian distributed, taking small values
with high probability, incorrect decisions inevitably occurs con-
stantly in the presence of additive noise, leading to performance
degradation [21]. The SIC module provides a range of outputs
which can be used to improve the performance of layered ACO-
OFDM receiver. These include the estimated samples, the re-
covered (but yet estimated) samples and the recovered clipping
noise samples. In this paper, we propose two new schemes
for noise clipping receivers, one being SIC based iterative
noise clipping (SIC-INC) and the other, SIC based direct noise
clipping (SIC-DNC), both making use of the high-precision
estimates of SIC module. For SIC-INC, the estimates of the
ACO-OFDM samples and the decisions regarding pure noise
samples are iteratively updated assisted by the recovered clip-
ping noise. We show that without having to determine the com-
bining coefficients, this scheme can achieve similar performance
with that of the SIC based diversity combining (SIC-DC) re-
ceiver which employ the optimum coefficients [15]. For SIC-
DNC, all the three outputs are used with the recovered samples
added together to form the recovered ACO-OFDM samples in
each layer and the estimates in the corresponding layer indi-
cating the pure noise samples. It is shown that this scheme can
significantly reduce the noise power, leading to BERs outper-
forming the existing advanced receivers by up to 0.8 dB at the
BER of 10−4 . The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
layered ACO-OFDM and its conventional hard decision based
reception are described in Section II. In Section III, the SIC
module is developed, with the exact MMSE estimators derived.
In Section IV, we describe the two new noise clipping receivers.
The simulation results are presented in Section V. The paper is
concluded in Section VI.
II. LAYERED ACO-OFDM
A. Multi-Layer Optical OFDM
Fig. 1(a) shows an L-layer ACO-OFDM transmitter which
converts independent symbols, X = [0,X1 , . . . , XN/2−1 ,
0,X∗N/2−1 , . . . , X
∗
1 ]
T drawn from an M -QAM constellation,
to a real nonnegative intensity signal, s (t). Here, we denote the
size of the IFFT by N , and the vector/matrix transpose and com-
plex conjugate by the superscripts [·]T and [·]∗, respectively. The
transmitter consists of L single layer ACO-OFDM modulators
(layers), each modulating the symbols onto the subcarriers in-
cluded in their corresponding SCGs. The inputs to the lth, l ≤ L,
3
modulator (layer), denoted by X l = [Xl,0 ,Xl,1 , . . . , Xl,N −1 ]
T ,
is related to the input symbol, X , by
Xl,n =
{
Xn, if n ∈ Gl
0, otherwise (1)
where Gl denotes the lth SCG which includes those subcarriers
with indexes dividable by 2l−1 but not dividable by 2l [13].
Therefore, it can be seen that the conventional ACO-OFDM
corresponds to the first layer modulator which loads symbols
only onto the odd subcarriers.
The IFFT in the lth layer generates a sequence of samples,
xl = [xl,0 , xl,1 , . . . , xl,N −1 ]







j 2 πN kn , for 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1. (2)
These samples are clipped at zero to produce the output of the
lth modulator, sl = [sl,0 , sl,1 , . . . , sl,N −1 ]









xl,k , if xl,k ≥ 0
0, otherwise. (3)
Denote the FFT of sl by Sl . Then (3) indicates that Sl consists
of two components: the information symbols with half ampli-
tude loaded onto the subcarriers included in the lth SCG and
the clipping noise given by half of the absolute value of xl . As
the time sequence, xl , consists of 2l−1 identical sub-sequences,
each being anti-periodic [13], the clipping noise, |xl |/2, is 2l-
folded periodic in time domain. This indicates that after being
converted using FFT, the clipping noise only falls onto the sub-
carriers allocated to higher layers and the DC, leading to the
ILI.
The outputs of the clipping devices are summed up to
form the samples of the layered ACO-OFDM signal, s =




sl,k , for 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1. (4)
Then the cyclic prefix is appended followed by the digital-to-
analog conversion.
The electrical power of layered ACO-OFDM signal, Pelec ,














l1 ,l2 ,l1 = l2
σl1 σl2 , (5)
where σ2l is the electrical power of xl,k , given by E(x
2
l,k ).
Denote the bit rate of a single layer ACO-OFDM by r1 bits per
second. Then the rate of an L-layer signal employing identical

















leading to the average electrical energy per bit, Eb,elec , given
by Eb,elec = Pelec/rL [6].
B. Conventional Receiver
Fig. 1(b) shows the conventional hard-decision based re-
ceiver for layered ACO-OFDM in the context of additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel4 [8]. After the optical-to-
electrical conversion at the photodetector (PD), the received
signal, y(t), can be expressed as
y (t) = αRps (t) + w (t) , (7)
where α and Rp denote the electrical-to-optical conversion co-
efficient at the LED and the PD’s responsivity, respectively, and
w (t), the AWGN at the receiver, with single-sided power den-
sity, N0 . Without loss of generality, we assume αRp = 1 [28].
Thus the received signal can be rewritten as
y (t) = s (t) + w (t) , (8)
which, after the analog-to-digital conversion and the removal
of CP, produces the received samples, y = [y0 , . . . , yN −1 ]T ,
given by
y = s + w, (9)
where w = [w0 , . . . , wN −1 ]T denotes the Gaussian noise with
power of σ2w . Assuming the anti-aliasing filter used in the re-
ceiver has a bandwidth of B which equals that of the transmitted
signal, the noise power, σ2w , is given by N0B.
The conventional receiver performs a recursive procedure of
hard-decoding and interference cancellation on the samples, y.
As the ILI generated in a layer only falls onto the subsequent
layers, the demodulation must be performed from the first layer,
where the information symbols are free of interference. Assum-
ing no decoding errors, the samples in the first layer, sh1 , can be
reconstructed using the decoded symbols. It is then cancelled
from y to form the modified samples, yh2 , in which the sym-
bols in the second layer are ideally free of interference.5 The
whole procedure ends when the symbols in all the layers are
decoded.
Fig. 1(b) shows the decoding of the symbols in the lth layer
followed by the ILI cancellation. As shown in the figure, the
samples, yhl , are first converted to frequency domain using
FFT. Then the outputs, Y hl = [Y
h
l,0 , . . . , Y
h
l,N −1 ]
T , are sent to
the SCG mapping device which forces the values loaded on











Y hl,n , if n ∈ Gl
0, otherwise. (10)
The vector, Ȳ hl , is input to the ML decoder which makes hard
decisions on the values loaded in the lth layer in accordance
with [8]
Xhl,n = arg min
X∈X
|2X − Ȳ hl,n |2 , for n ∈ Gl , (11)
where X denotes the set including all the possible values of the
employed constellation. For the subcarriers not included in the
lth SCG, zeros are returned by the ML decoder. Assuming there
are no decoding errors, the samples in the lth layer, shl , is recon-
structed using the decoded symbols and the forced zeros. They
are then subtracted from yhl to produce the modified samples,
4We focus on the AWGN channel in this paper. The study can be extended to
frequency selective channels by sequentially inserting an N -point FFT, a bank
of single-tap equalizers and an N -point IFFT in between the Filter, ADC and
CP removal module and the demodulation loop in Fig. 1(b) and 2.
5From the perspective of demodulation, y is equivalent to yh1 from which the
symbols in the first layer are decoded/estimated.
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Fig. 2. SIC based layered ACO-OFDM receiver.
TABLE I
SIC BASED RECEIVER FOR LAYERED ACO-OFDM
yhl+1 , which are used to demodulate the symbols in the (l + 1)th
layer.
III. SOFT INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION
In this section, we describe the SIC based receiver (see Fig. 2)
and derive the exact expression for the MMSE estimator. The
demodulation process of an SIC based receiver is summarized
in Table I. As shown in the table and figure, a recursive pro-
cedure is performed for the demodulation. However, unlike the
hard-decision based receiver, an MMSE estimator, other than
an ML decoder, is employed to evaluate the estimates of the
symbols, X̂l,n , n ∈ Gl , which are used for 1) the reconstruction
of the ACO-OFDM sample, ŝl , and 2) ML decoding. The use of
the MMSE estimator requires that the exact probability density
function (PDF) of the interference-plus-noise must be available.
This will be studied in Sections III-A and III-B, with the solu-
tions presented in steps 3, 6, and 7 of the procedure. Using the
exact PDF, we derive the estimator in Section III-C.
A. Residue Interference
The use of an MMSE estimator inevitably induces estimation
error which results in the RI in the modified samples. Fig. 2
illustrates the generation of RI when the estimates of the sam-
ples in the lth layer, ŝl , is cancelled to form the modified
sample, yl+1 . As shown in Fig. 2, for the lth layer, the esti-
mates, X̂l,n , n ∈ Gl , and their real values, Xl,n , are typically
different, with estimation error (in frequency domain) given by
ΔX l = Xl,n − X̂l,n . This means that the resulting estimated








are also different from their real values, sl = (xl + |xl |) /2.
Therefore, when ŝl is removed from yl to form yl+1 , the sig-
nal component of the lth layer is not completely cancelled.
First, there are estimation errors (in time domain), (xl − x̂l) /2,
on the subcarriers included in the lth SCG in yl+1 . However,
they are orthogonal to the information symbols loaded in the
(l + 1)th SCG and thus can be completely removed using the
(l + 1)th SCG mapping device. Therefore, the estimation er-
rors, (xl − x̂l) /2, have no impact on the demodulation in the
(l + 1)th layer. Second, the estimation errors, (|xl | − |x̂l |) /2,
fall onto the subcarriers included in the (l + 1) th, . . . , Lth
SCGs. Hence, they cannot be removed using the SCG mapping
device, resulting in the RI.
As estimation errors exist in all the layers, the RI ac-
cumulates as the demodulation proceeds. We examine
the observation (recovered samples in frequency domain),
Ȳ l = [Ȳl,0 , . . . , Ȳl,N −1 ]T , at the inputs of the estimator for
the demodulation of the lth layer. As shown in Fig. 2, the
modified samples, yl , are the difference between yl−1 and the
estimated samples, ŝl−1 . Thus using (3), (4) and (9), they can be
expressed as












xl + · · · + 12xL +
1
2
|xl | + · · · + 12 |xL | + w, (13)
5
leading to the FFT of yl , Y l = [Yl,0 , . . . , Yl,N −1 ]T , given by







+ · · · + 1
2
(








+ · · · + 1
2
(





X l + · · · + 12XL +
1
2
C l + · · · + 12CL + W ,
(14)
where Ci = [Ci,0 , . . . , Ci,N−1 ]T , Ĉi = [Ĉi,0 , . . . , Ĉi,N−1 ]T ,
1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1 and W = [W0 , . . . ,WN −1 ]T denote the FFTs of
|xi |, |x̂i | and w, respectively, and X̂ i = [X̂i,0 , . . . , X̂i,N−1 ]T ,
represents the MMSE estimate of X i with zeros filled on the
subcarriers not included in the ith SCG.
The SCG mapping device forces the values on the subcar-
riers not included in the lth SCG to zeros. This results in the













, if n ∈ Gl
0, otherwise,
(15)
where when n ∈ Gl , the first term denotes the symbols to
be estimated, and the second and third, the additive Gaus-
sian noise and the accumulated RI, respectively. As the RI,
(Ci,n − Ĉi,n )/2, 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1, created in the ith layer is the
nth element of (Ci − Ĉi)/2, its statistical characteristic can
be derived by analyzing (|xi | − |x̂i |) which is the IFFT of
(Ci − Ĉi).
B. Distribution of Residue Interference
As shown in Fig. 2, the estimated samples, x̂i , are the IFFT







j 2 πN kn , for 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1. (16)
Thus, it is Gaussian distributed with zero mean, assuming that
the number of subcarriers included in the ith SCG is sufficiently
large. As zeros are forced in X̂ i , for the subcarriers not included
in the ith SCG, similar with xi , x̂i consists of 2i−1 identical
subsequences, each being anti-periodic. This indicates that the
difference, (|xi | − |x̂i |), is 2i-folded periodical, falling only
onto the subcarriers included in the (i + 1)th, . . . , Lth SCGs.
The samples in a period of |xi | are independent and identi-
cally distributed (IID), and thus so are those of |x̂i | [36]. There-
fore, when the number of IID samples, N/2i , is sufficiently
large, using the central limit theorem, the FFT of the difference,
(Ci − Ĉi), will have Gaussian distributed values on the sub-
carriers included in the (i + 1) th, . . . , Lth SCGs, leading to the
RI, (Ci,n − Ĉi,n )/2, 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1, Gaussian distributed. De-
noting the expected value and variance of (Ci,n − Ĉi,n ), 1 ≤
i ≤ l − 1, by μi and χ2i , respectively, the accumulated
RI,
∑l−1



























Xl,n + Zl,n , for n ∈ Gl , (18)


















Denote the electrical power of x̂i by σ̂2i , i.e., σ̂
2
i =
E(x̂2i,k ), 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1. Then, the term, (|xi | − |x̂i |), is the
difference of two folded Gaussian distributed variables, with
the expected value and variance given by
E (|xi,k | − |x̂i,k |) = 2√
2π
(σi − σ̂i) (20)
and














σiσ̂i − 2E (|xi,k x̂i,k |) , (21)
respectively, where [33]




ρ arcsin ρ +
(
1 − ρ2)1/2) , (22)
and ρ denotes the correlation coefficient between xi,k and x̂i,k ,
given by
ρ =






where the second equation holds for symmetrical constellations
in which the in-phase and quadrature components have identical
probability mass functions. See the typical examples of these
constellations which can be not only square but also non-square
in [34], and Appendix A for the derivations of (20), (21) and
(23).
When the difference, (|xi | − |x̂i |), is converted to (Ci − Ĉi)
using FFT, the power carried by the expected value will be
allocated to the DC only, whereas the variance, equally to the
subcarriers included in all the subsequent layers and the DC.
The use of the unitary FFT, (2), means that [37]





where the left-hand-side (LHS) of (24) represents the overall
power input to the FFT and the right-hand-side (RHS), that
of the output. The value, N/2i , on the RHS denotes the num-
ber of subcarriers with non-zero values loaded. Therefore, the
expected value, μi , and variance, χ2i of (Ci,n − Ĉi,n ) can be
expressed as
μi = 0, χ2i = 2
iVar (|xi,k | − |x̂i,k |) . (25)
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C. MMSE Estimator for SIC
The MMSE estimate of Xl,n , n ∈ Gl , with an observation,
Ȳl,n , is given by the expectation of Xl,n conditioned on Ȳl,n , i.e.,
X̂l,n = E(Xl,n |Ȳl,n ) [32]. For an M -QAM symbol perturbed








(	 (Ȳl,n)− 12 a)2
]
∑

























 (Ȳl,n)− 12 b)2
]
(27)






i /4, l ≥ 2, denoting the effective
noise power in the lth layer, where σ2Z1 = σ
2
w (see step 3 of
Table I). Pr (·) denotes the probability of a specific incidence
included in the brackets. 	 (·), 
 (·), XR and XI represent the
real and imaginary parts of a complex number, and the sets that
include all the possible values for the real and imaginary parts
of the employed M -QAM constellation, respectively. Because
of the symmetry, XR and XI are identical. See Appendix B for
the derivation of (26) and (27).
The resulting MSE, E


















y − 12 a
)2])2
∑






y − 12 a
)2] dy.
(28)
See Appendix C for the derivation of (28).
Using the orthogonal principle of MMSE estimation [32], the




, is given by the difference
between E






(|Xl,n |2)− E (|ΔX l |2) . (29)
When unitary IFFT is applied to the estimates of the symbols in







= Nσ̂2l , (30)
where the LHS of (30) denotes the overall power of the in-










IV. NOISE CLIPPING RECEIVER
The SIC based receiver provides two sequences which can
be used to improve the reception of layered ACO-OFDM
signals. These are 1) the estimated samples, x̂l , given by
(16), and 2) the recovered samples (in time domain), ȳl =
[ȳl,0 , . . . , ȳl,N −1 ]T , 1 ≤ l ≤ L, which are the IFFT of the in-







j 2 πN kn . (32)
In addition, a third sequence, the recovered clipping noise sam-
ples, can be derived using the received and estimated samples.
In frequency domain, an estimate of the clipping noise created
in the lth layer, C̄ l , can be expressed as [15]







leading to the recovered clipping noise samples, c̄l =
[c̄l,0 , . . . , c̄l,N −1 ]T , given by the IFFT of C̄ l , where Y denotes
the FFT of the received sample, y. Note that although represent-
ing an alternative of |x̂l |, c̄l includes the additive noise on the
subcarriers included in the (l + 1) th, . . . , Lth SCGs, whereas
|x̂l |, x̂l and ȳl depend only on the noise on those in the lth SCG
and the accumulated RI. Therefore, the degree of correlation
between the noise component of c̄l and that of x̂l (ȳl) is low.
This enables the improved reception using these sequences.
In this section, we study two schemes for noise clipping re-
ceiver, both of which exploits the fact that an ACO-OFDM
sequence, sl , always has a zero/non-negative sample and a non-
negative/zero sample separated by N/2l samples [13]. Unlike
the existing works [16], [21]–[23], we use the estimated sample,
x̂l , to identify the pure noise samples in the constructed ACO-
OFDM sequence and clip them to reduce the noise power. As
the estimates, X̂ l , are the optimum estimates of X l in the sense
of MSE, the use of the IFFT, x̂l , will provide more accurate
decisions than the recovered sample, ȳl , will.
A. SIC Based Iterative Noise Clipping
The SIC-INC scheme uses the estimated samples, x̂l , and
the recovered clipping noise samples, c̄l , to improve BERs.
The idea behind iterative clipping is to successively update the
two sequences to reduce their noise power. The iteration starts
with x̂l and c̄l which are returned by the SIC module. First,
for each layer, an estimate of the ACO-OFDM samples, s̃l =
[s̃l,0 , . . . , s̃l,N −1 ]T , are constructed as
s̃l = (x̂l + c̄l) /2. (34)
Then noise clipping is applied to the constructed signal, where
the decisions on the pure additive noise samples are made in
accordance with the signs of the estimated samples, x̂l . Denot-
ing the clipped samples by s̃cl = [s̃
c
l,0 , . . . , s̃
c
l,N −1 ]
T , they are




s̃l,k (sgn (x̂l,k ) + 1) , for 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1, (35)
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where sgn (·) denotes the sign function returning 1 with a non-
negative input and −1, otherwise. The clipped sample is then
passed through an FFT followed by an SCG mapping device
corresponding to the lth SCG and an IFFT to produce an updated
estimate sample, x̂ul = [x̂
u




Next, we update the recovered clipping noise sam-
ples. Define two auxiliary variables, c̃l = |x̂ul | and xfl =
[xfl,0 , . . . , x
f
l,N −1 ]
T , where xfl denotes the clipping noise flipped
in accordance with the sign of the updated estimate samples.






which is equivalent to the recovered component in diver-
sity combining [18]. By summing up the two auxiliary vari-
ables, an alternative estimate of the ACO-OFDM samples,






on which noise clipping is applied using the updated es-
timate samples, x̂ul , to produce the clipped samples, ˜̃s
c
l =
[˜̃scl,0 , . . . , ˜̃s
c
l,N −1 ]












, for 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1. (38)
The clipped samples are then passed through an FFT followed
by an SCG mapping device to force the values on the subcarriers
included in the first l SCGs to zeros and an IFFT to have the
updated clipping noise, given by c̄ul = [c̄l,0 , . . . , c̄l,N −1 ]
T .
The first iteration concludes with the updated sequences, x̂ul
and c̄ul , which substitute x̂l and c̄l , respectively, to be used in
the second iteration. The demodulation process for an I-iteration
noise clipping receiver is summarized in Table II.
B. SIC Based Direct Noise Clipping
The SIC-DNC scheme exploits the estimated samples, x̂l ,
the recovered samples, ȳl , and the recovered clipping noise, c̄l ,
to improve BERs. First, for the lth layer, a sequence of ACO-
OFDM samples, s̄l = [s̄l,0 , . . . , s̄l,N −1 ]T , is formed as
s̄l = (ȳl + c̄l) /2. (39)
Then, noise clipping is performed to produce the clipped sam-
ples, s̄cl = [s̄
c
l,0 , . . . , s̄
c
l,N −1 ]




s̄l,k (sgn (x̂l,k ) + 1) , for 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1. (40)
The clipped samples are then sent to a standard ACO-OFDM
receiver to have the information symbols in this layer decoded.
The demodulation process for an SIC-DNC receiver is summa-
rized in Table III.
C. Computational Complexity
In this section, the numbers of addition and multiplication that
are additionally required by the proposed receivers are analyzed
on top of the conventional layered ACO-OFDM [8]. We show
that the overall complexity of the proposed receivers is still in the
order of O (N log2 N). In line with the evaluations for layered
ACO-OFDM [8] and for FFT/IFFT algorithms [29], we assume
the size of IFFT/FFT is sufficiently large. Compared with the
conventional layered ACO-OFDM receiver, the demodulation
TABLE II
SIC BASED ITERATIVE NOISE CLIPPING
TABLE III
SIC BASED DIRECT NOISE CLIPPING
procedures for the exact SIC, SIC-INC and SIC-DNC shown
in Tables I–III indicate that the increase of complexity in the
receivers mainly comes from 1) the MMSE estimators (26) and
(27), and 2) the noise clipping.
The MMSE estimators, given by (26) and (27), show that only
elementary functions, such as exponential function, are involved
in the calculation. Therefore, the estimates can be efficiently
evaluated using the existing well-developed algorithms, such as
those in [30].
For each layer, SIC-DNC sums up the recovered samples
and clipping noise, followed by noise clipping (steps 2 and
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3 of Table III). This causes extra 2N additions and multi-
plications on top of the exact SIC. Taking into account the
FFT after noise clipping (step 4), we can see that for each
layer, extra N log2 N + 2N additions and multiplications are
required. Thus, when L layers are to be demodulated, the over-
all extra computational complexity of SIC-DNC is given by
L (N log2 N + 2N).
As shown in Table II, the extra computations performed
in each layer by SIC-INC are caused by steps 3–9 and 12.
The steps, 3–9, included in each iteration result in N (eq.
(34)), N (eq. (35)), 2N log2 N (FFT and IFFT), N (eq.
(36)), N (eq. (37)), N (eq. (38)) and 2N log2 N (FFT and
IFFT) additions and multiplications, respectively. Thus, when
I iterations are to be performed, the resulting computations
are given by (5N + 4N log2 N) I . Taking into account the
N log2 N additions and multiplications caused by step 12, the
computations required for demodulating a layer are given by
(5N + 4N log2 N) I + N log2 N . Therefore, the overall extra
computational complexity of SIC-INC on top of exact SIC is
given by ((5N + 4N log2 N) I + N log2 N) L.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the simulation results to show
the performance of the SIC based receiver and the proposed
noise clipping receivers. Comparisons with the existing re-
ceivers [8], [15]–[17] are also provided. We suppose 100,000
layered ACO-OFDM signals using N = 1024 subcarriers are
transmitted through an AWGN channel, with the transmitted
power, Pelec = 1, and received signal given by (8). Perfect syn-
chronization is assumed at the receiver which employs an anti-
aliasing filter with a bandwidth of B = 2 MHz, equalling that
of the wanted signal. The received signal is then sampled with
Nyquist sampling rate, producing the samples given by (9),
which are used in the considered receivers. In order to imple-
ment the MMSE estimator, the noise power, σ2w , is assumed
known to the receiver.
A. Exact Versus Simplified SIC
First, we examine the robustness of the SIC based receiver to
the inaccurate knowledge of noise power. As a counterpart of
the derived exact SIC, the simplified SIC [15] is employed for
comparison. For simplified SIC, the accumulated RI is ignored.
Thus, the noise power is assumed to be a constant equalling σ2w
in all the layers.
The comparisons between the two SIC receivers are made
using four-layer ACO-OFDM signals which modulate 4-, 16-,
64-, and 256-QAM symbols onto the subcarriers. Fig. 3 shows
the achieved MSEs of the four layers of the two receivers, where
the derived MSEs, (28), are verified by the simulation results
(marked with asterisks) and compared with the simulated ones
achieved by the simplified receiver (marked with circles). From
this figure, we can see that the MSEs take higher values in
the higher layers for low to medium SNRs. This is caused by
the accumulated RI which is superimposed onto the additive
noise. Thus, the effective noise power increases as shown in
step 3 of Table I, leading to higher MSE in the higher lay-
ers. The MSEs achieved by the two receivers are identical in
the first layer. This is because given the demodulation pro-
cess in Table I, the symbols in the first layer are free of RI,
leading to the estimator given by (26) and (27) identical with
Fig. 3. Comparison of MSEs achieved by the exact and simplified SIC based
receivers, (a) 4-QAM, (b) 16-QAM, (c) 64-QAM, and (d) 256-QAM.
Fig. 4. Comparison of BERs achieved by the exact and simplified SIC
receivers.
those of the simplified SIC. We can also see that the MSEs
achieved by the two receivers deviate in the subsequent three
layers, with the exact SIC slightly outperforming its simpli-
fied counterpart. This means that although the use of inaccurate
knowledge of noise power causes performance loss, the loss
is negligible in terms of MSEs. The similar MSEs of the two
receivers indicate that the resulting BERs are identical. This is
confirmed by Fig. 4, where BERs are plotted as a function of
Eb,elec/N0 for all the considered constellations. Consequently,
we can see that when its lower complexity is taken into account,
simplified SIC is an effective approach to demodulating layered
ACO-OFDM.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of BERs achieved by the exact SIC receivers and the
conventional hard decoding.
B. Exact SIC Versus Hard-Decision Based Receiver
Next we compare the BER of SIC based receiver with those
achieved by its hard-decision based counterpart [8]. The block
diagrams of the two considered receivers are shown in Figs. 2
and 1(b), respectively. As we have discussed, the two receivers
take completely different approaches to processing the infor-
mation symbols. Therefore, their performance are limited by
different facts. For the hard-decision based receiver, error prop-
agation has been shown a major cause of performance degrada-
tion. This is reflected by the degrading BERs in the high layers
[8]. For SIC based receivers, on the contrary, error propagations
are absent. However, the RI superimposed onto the additive
noise accumulates in the demodulation and thus contributes in-
creasingly to the effective noise power. The resulting MSEs have
been demonstrated in Fig. 3 where the performance is shown to
degrade as the demodulation proceeds. Fig. 5 shows the BERs of
the two receivers which receive four-layer ACO-OFDM signals.
From this figure, we can see that although limited by different
facts, they have similar performance with the SIC based receiver
slightly outperforming at low and medium SNRs. This indicates
that the SIC alone cannot provide significant improvement on
the BERs over its hard-decision based counterpart.6
The BER of each layer is plotted in Fig. 6 for the two receivers
which demodulate four-layer ACO-OFDM signals with 4-QAM
symbols loaded onto the subcarriers. From this figure, we can
see that they achieve identical performance in the first layer. This
indicates that for the first layer, the use of MMSE estimators can-
not provide improved BER over the conventional hard-decision
based receiver. As the symbols loaded on the first layer take up
256/(256 + 128 + 64 + 32) = 53.3% of all the symbols, the
BER of this layer dominates the overall BER of the four lay-
ers. Therefore, very close BERs are observed in Fig. 5 for the
two receivers. The advantage of using the estimators is shown
constantly in the subsequent layers, where slightly lower BERs
are achieved by the exact SIC. For these layers, the SIC based
6There is a mistake in [15] for the performance simulation of the hard-decision
based iterative noise clipping receiver (HD-INC). It has been corrected in this
paper. See Fig. 8 and Table IV.
Fig. 6. BERs of each layer achieved by the exact SIC and the conventional
hard-decision based receivers.
receiver cancels the ILI caused by previous layers using the es-
timates, X̂ l , whereas its hard-decision based counterpart uses
the decoded symbols to reconstruct the ILI. From this figure, it
can be seen that although both RI and error propagation cause
BER degradations in 2nd-4th layers, the degradation caused by
RI is not as significant as that by error propagation. Therefore,
from the perspective of interference cancellation, SIC slightly
outperforms the hard-decision based receiver.
C. BER of SIC Based Iterative Noise Clipping
Fig. 7 shows the BERs achieved by the SIC-INC scheme
in which 4-QAM symbols are loaded onto triple-layer ACO-
OFDM signals. Up to four iterations are configured in the re-
ceiver to avoid introducing unacceptably high complexity. From
this figure, we can see that noise clipping is an effective approach
to improving the BER. The scheme with one iteration provides
a significant improvement of approximately 1 dB at the BER
of 10−4 compared with the output of the SIC alone (shown in
Fig. 2). We can also see that the BER of the scheme improves
with increasing number of iterations. In particular, the most
significant improvement is seen when the number of iteration
increases from one to two, whereas little improvement can be
achieved when over three iterations are used. It can also be seen
that as the number of iteration increases, the BERs approach to
those of the SIC-DC receiver with optimum combining coeffi-
cient [15].
Hard-decision based iterative noise clipping receiver (HD-
INC) is an effective noise clipping scheme for demodulating
layered ACO-OFDM [16]. It distinguishes from SIC-INC in
two major aspects. First, unlike SIC-INC in which the updated
signal and clipping noise in a layer depend on those in the cor-
responding layer only, it updates the signal in a layer based on
those in other layers. Second, HD-INC decodes the information
symbols in each iteration, whereas for SIC-INC, hard decisions
are made only after all the iterations are executed. Therefore,
the two iterative receivers are fundamentally different. A com-
parison between them is presented in Fig. 8, where two-, three-
and four-layer ACO-OFDM signals are demodulated by the two
iterative receivers, each running five iterations. From Fig. 7
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Fig. 7. Comparison of BERs between SIC-INC, SIC-DC, and the exact SIC.
Fig. 8. Comparison between SIC-INC and HD-INC.
and [16], it can been seen that five iterations are sufficient for
both receivers to converge. From Fig. 8, we can see that they
achieve similar BERs, with SIC-INC slightly outperforming for
two-layer ACO-OFDM and the other for four layers.
D. BER of SIC Based Direct Noise Clipping
Fig. 9 shows the BERs achieved by the SIC-DNC scheme,
where 4-QAM symbols are loaded onto two- and four-layer
ACO-OFDM signals. BERs of the SIC-INC with five iterations,
and the two diversity combining receivers [15], [17] are also
plotted for comparison. The combining coefficient used for the
SIC-DC receiver [15] is configured at 0.75 which is close to
the optimum, whereas that for the hard decision based diversity
combining receiver (HD-DC) [17], 0.5. From this figure, we can
see that the SIC-DNC scheme achieves the lowest BERs at all
the considered values for Eb,elec/N0 . It constantly outperforms
the other three receiving schemes by up to 0.8 dB at the BER
of 10−4 . We attribute this to the distribution of the noise in the
Fig. 9. Comparison of BERs of SIC-INC, SIC-DNC, SIC-DC and HD-DC.
Fig. 10. Comparison of error rates between SIC-DNC and HD-DC.
recovered samples, s̄l , and the accurate identification of zero
samples using the estimates x̂l .
First, consider SIC-INC and SIC-DNC, where the estimated
samples, x̂l , are added to the recovered clipping noise samples,
c̄l , in SIC-INC, whereas the recovered samples, ȳl are used in
SIC-DNC. Although from the perspective of detection, the esti-
mated and recovered samples, x̂l and ȳl lead to identical BERs
because of the property of MMSE [32], the noise components
in the two sets of samples have different power. Using the cen-
tral limit theorem, the noise in both sets of samples and that
in c̄l are all Gaussian distributed. Denote the noise power for
the estimated samples, the recovered samples and the recovered
clipping noise samples by P1 , P2 and P3 respectively. Then we
can see that P1 < P3 and P1 < P2 , due to the fact that x̂l are
estimated samples and the other two, recovered yet estimated.
The first inequality indicates that in SIC-INC, the removed noise
samples will mostly come from the recovered clipping noise
samples, whereas the samples, x̂l , which are used for decoding
are only slightly corrected. The second inequality means that
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TABLE IV
COMPARISONS BETWEEN ADVANCED RECEIVERS
in SIC-DNC, the noise power, P2 is not as dominating as in
SIC-INC. Therefore, more pure noise samples can be removed
from the recovered samples, ȳl . This leads to improved BERs
for the SIC-DNC scheme.
Second, consider SIC-DNC and HD-DC [17]. We can see
that the most important difference from the two schemes is the
decision making processes that determine the positions of the
non-negative samples. For HD-DC, this is implemented using
the signs of the samples (IFFT of Ȳ hl shown in Fig. 1(b)) which
are perturbed by additive Gaussian noise, whereas for SIC-DNC,
using the estimates, x̂l . Fig. 10 shows the error rate of the process
for double-layer ACO-OFDM, where the error rate is defined
as the number of wrong decisions over the number of samples,
N . From this figure, we can see that as expected, the SIC-DNC
scheme leads to much lower error rate than HD-DC. This leads
to the superior BERs of SIC-DNC.
E. Comparisons Between Advanced Receivers
In this section, we present comparisons between the advanced
receivers including HD-DC [17], HD-INC with five iterations
[16], SIC-DC with the optimum combining coefficient [15],
SIC-INC with five iterations, and SIC-DNC. The comparisons
are made in two aspects, 1) the inputs to the second stage of the
SIC based receivers and 2) the required values for Eb,elec/N0
when a BER of 10−4 is to be achieved for two-, three- and four-
layer ACO-OFDM loaded by 4-QAM symbols. The results are
shown in Table IV.
From a system reliability point of view, the inputs required
by the second stage can typically reflect the robustness of an
advanced receiver. This is because the receiver completely de-
pends on the inputs to operate and it fails when any input be-
comes unavailable due to unknown failures. As a result, we can
see that SIC-INC has the highest system reliability compared
with SIC-DC and SIC-DNC. As shown in the table, SIC-INC
can be implemented when only the estimated samples, x̂l , and
the recovered clipping noise, c̄l , are available. This is in contrast
with the other two SIC based schemes, SIC-DNC and SIC-DC,
which demand more information from the SIC module. From
the table it can be seen that SIC-DNC requires the recovered
samples, ȳl , in addition to x̂l and c̄l , and that SIC-DC needs
the optimum combining coefficient, αSIC−DC , as an input. In
the context of SIC, the determination of αSIC−DC is an open
problem which can be solved only by using the inefficient ex-
haustive search7 [15]. The use of SIC-INC and SIC-DNC can
7The simulation result not shown in the paper shows that αSIC−DC is a
function of Eb ,elec/N0 and the size of the constellation, M . Therefore, the
optimum combining coefficient can be evaluated through simulation for each
possible value for Eb ,elec/N0 and M before data transmission. These coeffi-
effectively bypass this open problem. This is an advantage of
SIC-INC and SIC-DNC over SIC-DC.
The values for Eb,elec/N0 are presented in the last three rows
of the table where the numbers in decibel included in the brack-
ets denote the improvement relative to the exact SIC. From
Table IV, we can see that the best performance (the lowest value
for Eb,elec/N0) is consistently achieved by SIC-DNC followed
by SIC-DC with optimum combining coefficient. HD-DC, on
the contrary, results in the highest required value for all the con-
sidered ACO-OFDM signals. The gap between SIC-DNC and
HD-DC is up to 0.8 dB, depending on the number of layers. We
can also see that the two iterative receivers, SIC-INC and HD-
INC, have similar performance. They constantly outperform
HD-DC, but are inferior to SIC-DC for all the considered ACO-
OFDM signals. From this table, it can be seen that, except for
HD-INC, the improvement of BER provided by the advanced
receivers decreases with increasing layers used in the signal.
For example, a gain of 2.14 dB can be achieved by SIC-DNC
for four-layer ACO-OFDM, whereas these gains are given by
2.43 dB and 2.24 dB for double- and triple-layer signals, respec-
tively. The improvement provided by HD-INC, on the contrary,
is relatively stable regardless of the number of layers used in
the signal. It can be seen that the gain provided by HD-INC is
approximately 1.73 dB for all the three ACO-OFDM signals.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the MMSE estimation based
SIC for layered ACO-OFDM and its application to noise clip-
ping receivers. A two-stage receiver paradigm is proposed, in
which the SIC is applied in the first stage, and noise clipping, in
the second stage. For the first stage, we derive the exact formula
for the MMSE estimators, taking into account the RI accumu-
lated in the process of demodulation. We show that the RI is
Gaussian distributed with zero mean and a variance related to
the MSE of the estimation error. The resulting MSEs are evalu-
ated for a range of constellations and compared with the existing
simplified SIC. It is demonstrated that the exact SIC provides
little improvement on MSE and BER over the simplified SIC,
confirming that the simplified SIC is effective. For the second
stage, we present two schemes for noise clipping using the out-
puts of the first stage, namely SIC-INC and SIC-DNC. These
schemes can effectively bypass the challenge of determining the
optimum combining coefficient when the diversity combining
is applied, while providing comparable performance. We show
that the SIC-INC scheme can achieve similar BERs to those of
the existing diversity combining receivers using optimum com-
cients are then stored in the memory, and used to configure the receiver according
to Eb ,elec/N0 and M during data transmission.
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bining coefficients. It is also shown that although the exact SIC
cannot provide superior BER to its hard-decision based coun-
terpart, it produces more accurate decisions on the pure noise
samples than the hard-decision based diversity combining re-
ceivers can do, leading to the BER achieved by the SIC-DNC
outperforming the existing advanced receivers by up to 0.8 dB
at the BER of 10−4 .
APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF THE EXPECTED VALUE AND VARIANCE
The random variables, xi,k and x̂i,k are Gaussian distributed









Thus, the expected values of |xi,k | and |x̂i,k | can be expressed
as [35]




E (|x̂i,k |) = 2√
2π
σ̂i, (42)
respectively, leading to the expectation of (|xi,k | − |x̂i,k |) given
by (16).

































































































































where (·)N denotes modulo N . Equation (a) holds because the
symbols loaded are independent with zero mean and Hermitian
symmetry. Equation (b) holds because of the Hermitian sym-
metry. Equation (c) holds for the symmetrical constellations.
Using the symmetry, the in-phase and quadrature components,
ai,n and bi,n , and their MMSE estimates, âi,n and b̂i,n have
the following relationships, 1) E(ai,n ) = E(bi,n ) = 0,
2) E(ai,n âi,n ) = E(bi,n b̂i,n ), 3) E(ai,n bi,n ) = 0, 4)
E(âi,n bi,n ) = E(ai,n b̂i,n ) = 0. Equation (d) holds due to
the orthogonality principle of MMSE estimation, given by
E{(Xi,n − X̂i,n )X̂∗i,n} = 0 [32], and equation (e), Parseval’s
theorem [31].
The variance, Var(|xi,k | − |x̂i,k |), is given by
Var (|xi,k | − |x̂i,k |)




)− 2E (|xi,k x̂i,k |) + E (x̂2i,n)− (E|xi,k |)2














σiσ̂i − 2E (|xi,k x̂i,k |) .
(44)
APPENDIX B
DERIVATION OF MMSE ESTIMATOR
We rewrite the information symbol, the interference-plus-
noise and the observation at the MMSE estimator as
Xl,n = 	 (Xl,n ) + j
 (Xl,n )







 (Ȳl,n) , (45)
respectively. Then 	 (Zl,n ) and 
 (Zl,n ) are Gaussian random
variables with zero-mean and identical variance, given by
E (	 (Zl,n ))2 = E (




We first study the real part. As the information symbols are
drawn from M -QAM constellation, their real parts are pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM) symbols with the PDF given
by [32]
p	(Xl , n ) (xR) =
∑
a∈XR
Pr [	 (Xl,n ) = a] δ (xR − a) (47)
where δ (·) denotes the Kronecker delta function. Therefore,
because of the relationship, 	 (Ȳl,n) = 	 (Xl,n ) /2 + 	 (Zl,n )
(see (18)), the PDF of 	 (Ȳl,n) conditioned on the transmitted
symbol can be expressed as













leading to the joint PDF of the transmitted symbol and the
observation given by
p	(Xl , n ),	(Ȳ l , n ) (xR , yR)














δ (xR − a) . (49)
As the transmitted symbol is independent of the interference-
plus-noise, the PDF of the real part of the observation is given
by the convolution of their individual PDFs, i.e.,














Therefore, the PDF of the transmitted symbol conditioned on
the observation can be expressed as
p	(Xl , n )|	(Ȳ l , n ) (xR |yR)
=
p	(Xl , n ),	(Ȳ l , n ) (xR , yR)









yR − 12 xR
)2]
δ (xR − a)
∑
a∈XR Pr





yR − 12 a
)2] ,
(51)
leading to the MMSE estimates, given by the conditional ex-
pected value, expressed as (26).
Using a similar approach as those presented in (47)–(51), the
MMSE estimate of imaginary part can be derived as (27). In fact,
because of the symmetry of the constellations, the estimator for
the imaginary part can be derived by simply substitute a, XR




Because of the symmetry of constellations, the MSE of the
real part equals that of the imaginary part. Therefore, the overall
MSE will be twice of that of the real part.
We first study the real part. The MSE conditioned on
an observation is the variance of the conditional density,
p	(Xl , n )|	(Ȳ l , n ) (xR |yR) [31], i.e.,
σ2	(Xl , n )|	(Ȳ l , n )
= E
(
(	 (Xl,n ))2 |	
(
Ȳl,n











yR − 12 a
)2]
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− â2l,n , (52)
where the second equation is derived by using the PDF given
by (51) and the MMSE estimator given by (26).
Using a similar approach, the conditional MSE for the imag-
inary part can be expressed as
σ2
(Xl , n )|



































− b̂2l,n . (53)
Therefore, by averaging (52) and (53) with respect to
	 (Ȳl,n) and 
 (Ȳl,n), respectively, the expected MSE can be
expressed as
E
(|ΔX l |2) =
∫ ∞
−∞





(Xl , n )|
(Ȳ l , n )p




σ2	(Xl , n )|	(Ȳ l , n )p	(Ȳ l , n ) (yR) dyR ,
(54)
which can be rewritten as (28).
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